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Abstract
Skiing is a popular recreational sport, and competitive skiing has been events at the Winter Olympic Games. Due to its wide
moving range in the outdoor environment, motion capture of skiing is hard and usually not a good solution for generating skiing
animations. Physical simulation offers a more viable alternative. However, skiing simulation is challenging as skiing involve
many complicated motor skills and physics, such as balance keeping, movement coordination, articulated body dynamics,
and ski-snow reaction. In particular, as no reference motions - usually from MOCAP data - are readily available for guiding
the high-level motor control, we need to synthesize plausible reference motions additionally. To solve this problem, sports
techniques are exploited for reference motion planning. We propose a physics-based framework that employs kinetic analyses of
skiing techniques and the ski-snow contact model to generate realistic skiing motions. By simulating the inclination, angulation,
and weighting/unweighting techniques, stable and plausible carving turns and bump skiing animations can be generated. We
evaluate our framework by demonstrating various skiing motions with different speeds, curvature radii, and bump sizes. Our
results show that employing the sports techniques used by athletes can provide considerable potential to generate agile sport
motions without reference motions.

Keywords: skiing, animation, motion control, motion planning
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1. Introduction

Human motion generation is a popular topic in computer anima-
tion and humanoid robotics. Besides daily motions, like bipedal
walking and running, highly skilled sports have also drawn many
research interests to develop computational approaches to per-
form athletic motions with related techniques. With the rapid
development of motion control techniques, physics-based ap-
proaches that can adapt to environmental variations and skele-
ton differences have been demonstrated on various types of
sports motions, such as parkour animation [LYvdPG12], bicycle
stunt animation [TGLT14], interactive skiing animation [LKN09],
skiing robots [NL09, YKU∗09, PNBŽ11] and roller skating
robot [TKN∗16]. In all sports, we consciously practice some tech-
niques transformed from the cause-effect analysis of human phys-
ical actions to help us have better performance. These sports tech-
niques are also essential guides to help design computational ap-
proaches to simulate athlete motions. In this paper, we employ the
fundamental skiing techniques, inclination, angulation, and weight-
ing/unweighting, to generate skiing motions.

Dynamic athletic motions have kinematic and dynamic compo-
nents that constrain the motion space to satisfy the physical laws.
For example, when in airborne, human motions must follow the
conservation of angular momentum. Therefore, we can design con-

trol algorithms based on the sports techniques to generate similar
types of athletic motions while remaining physically realistic. We
can transform these sports techniques into some high-level and low-
dimensional representations based on related physical laws, and
many degrees of freedom of the simulated character’s action can be
guided by these computational approaches with less dependence on
motion capture data.

We propose a physics-based control framework consisting of
kinetics-based motion planning and momentum-based optimal con-
trol to simulate skiing motions, including carving turns and bump
skiing. Skiing can be an extreme sport, requiring precise muscle
control for the body movements, especially for competitions; there-
fore, reliable techniques can help skiers act quickly to maintain dy-
namic balance and perform desired motions. Our motion planner
computes reference trajectories based on kinetic rules that are ac-
quired from analyzing fundamental skiing techniques, including in-
clination, angulation, and weighting/unweighting, for motion con-
trol. The motion planner also allows the users to specify the track
configuration of the simulated skier in few parameters and generate
reference trajectories to follow the user-specified tracks. This pro-
vide the users a simple way to control the generated skiing motions.

Maintaining the lateral balance is the primary goal of skiing
since the balance in the sagittal plane is stable because of sup-
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Figure 1: Default skiing pose and skiing techniques.

port of the ski length [NL09, PNBŽ11]. The inclination and an-
gulation techniques (Figure 1b) help skiers maintain their lateral
balance during carving turns [LS04]. At turning, the inclination
technique leads the skier’s center of mass (CoM) to lean toward
the curvature center to gain enough centripetal forces. In the mean-
time, the skier also needs to bend his upper body - relative to his
lower body - toward the centrifugal direction of the turn to maintain
balance. When skiing over bumps, skiers need to keep their CoM
following a straight line and absorb the impulses due to varying
bumps [LS04], as shown in Figure 1c. Specifically, skiers have to
weight their skis by extending legs when skiing through the bot-
toms and unweight their skis by retracting legs when moving over
the tops of the bumps. As our framework simulates these techniques
by using a momentum-based motion controller with the ski-snow
contact model [MIS∗13,MHS∗14,HMKN10] to track the reference
trajectories of ski, CoM, and pose produced by the motion planner,
our approach can generate skiing motions that are more realistic
than existing skiing animation approaches.

This paper intends to make the following contributions: (1)
to exploit the skiing techniques for generating more human-like
and physically-plausible skiing motions; (2) to employ the ski-
snow contact model for evaluating snow reaction forces with com-
monly used quadratic optimization; (3) to demonstrate that the ath-
letic motion generation can be improved by physically-based ap-
proaches by applying kinetic analysis to related techniques. Our
framework can generate carving turn and bump skiing that are
closer to skiing motion of real skiers. We believe that sports tech-
niques based on kinetic analysis offer practical guidance on how
to simulate agile sports motion for research in computer animation
and robotics.

2. Related Work

Skiing motion is a type of biped locomotion, and bipedal lo-
comotion control has drawn a lot of interests in character an-
imation, especially for walking or running [dLMH10, LKL10,
WFH09, YLvdP07]. These works have shown great adaptability to
cope with different body shapes, walking speed, step length, and
ground slope. Besides these works on walking and running, Tan et
al. [TTL12] proposed locomotion simulation of soft body charac-
ters to perform various tasks, including jumping and sliding. Kim
et al. [KPLK15] utilized velocity cone to simulate sharp foot turns
while satisfying ground contact constraints.

Our work focuses on skiing motion simulation of an under-
actuated character by exploiting skiing techniques as control ob-
jectives and integrating the ski-snow contact model for reaction
forces. Skiing simulation has been demonstrated in several stud-
ies [OKM∗10, vdPL03, ZvdP05]. Oberegger et al. [OKM∗10] pre-
sented carving turn simulation with a simplified skier model of
seven rigid bodies (trunk, lower limbs, and skis), where the skier’s
motion is formulated as a differential-algebraic equation (DAE)
that follows a predetermined track of the right ski obtained from
video analysis of human skiers. Skiing simulation can also be per-
formed based on the interactive control of a dynamically-simulated
skier [vdPL03, ZvdP05]. The skiing motions are generated based
on PD-control that drives joints toward target angles set by the user
interface. The simulation of [OKM∗10] only employed inclination
but no angulation to keep balance, and its reaction forces, includ-
ing normal forces and shear forces, did not consider the ski-snow
interaction. The interactive control systems of [vdPL03, ZvdP05]
requires users to manually set target poses without exploiting or
simulating any skiing techniques of human skiers in skiing control.

The reaction forces in our skiing simulation are exerted to skis
by the snow. It can be decomposed as a penetration force, shear
force, and kinetic friction force [MIS∗13,MHS∗14,HMKN10]. The
ski-snow contact is very different from the static contact used in
the previous biped simulations of walking or running [dLMH10,
LKL10, WFH09, YLvdP07]. Specifically, the ski-snow contact
forces are determined mainly by penetration depth, ski rotation, and
snow material parameters with non-zero contact velocities.

Our goal is to simulate natural and physically-valid skiing mo-
tions by applying the ski-snow interaction model as contact reac-
tion forces, and the reference trajectories are generated automati-
cally based on ski track configuration and kinetic analysis of ski-
ing techniques, e.g., simulating carving turns based on inclination
and angulation and bump skiing based on weighting/unweighting.
Due to the utilization of kinetic rules acquired from analyzing these
skiing techniques of human skiers, our system only needs a static
skiing pose (Figure 1a) as reference for all the simulations.

Besides dynamics simulation, skiing motions were also stud-
ied by the researchers of skiing robots [NL09, YKU∗09, PNBŽ11,
LKN09]. Yoneyama et al. [YKU∗09] designed a ski robot with
open-loop motion control to investigate the relationship of joint
motions and turn qualities. Their robot can only perform skiing
motion by tracking pre-programmed trajectories because they do
not handle motion planning. Skiing robots with autonomous navi-
gating and carving turn techniques to avoid obstacles on a slope are
developed by Lahajnar et al. [LKN09] and Nemec et al. [NL09].
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Figure 2: System overview.

Their control integrates the regulation of zero momentum point
(ZMP) and the inclination technique to maintain the lateral balance
of a skiing robot. Keeping a character’s ZMP inside its support
region is a useful strategy to maintain dynamic balance, but this
only works when all contacts are coplanar. Petric et al. [PNBŽ11]
adopted the similar strategy and employed hierarchical control to
improve balance performance. Compared to these studies on skiing
robots, we propose a more general method that is also applicable to
non-coplanar ski contacts for computing the desired target for an-
gular momentum tracking, and, instead of simplifying upper-body
as a single body segment in these robots, we use a full-body skier
model with 37 DoFs to better perform the skiing technique.

3. System Overview

Our skiing simulation system consists of a motion planner and a
motion controller as shown in Figure 2. At each instant of the sim-
ulation, the motion planner computes the planning trajectory S as
the reference trajectory of the motion control. Full-body torques
and snow contact forces are then computed such that the trajectory
of the simulated skier follows instantaneous planned accelerations.

The motion planner utilizes kinetic analysis of skiing to gen-
erate physically feasible skiing trajectories with a given ski track
configuration u. At each instant of a simulation, the motion planner
determines the following vector

s =
[
yTref cTref qT

ref

]T
, (1)

where yref is the 3D coordinates of the eight corners of the bottoms
of the two skis, cref is the CoM of the skier, and qref is the joint
angles. The planning trajectory S contains s and its time derivatives,
obtained by finite difference calculations, can also be written as
S = [sT ṡT s̈T]T.

With planned S, the control torques τττ and ski-snow contact forces
fc are determined by the motion control, which is formulated as a
quadratic optimization program. This controller attempts to have
the character follow s̈, while also maintaining balance and obey-
ing the equations of motion. Given τττ and fc, the forward dynamics
computes the generalized accelerations q̈ and updates the character
state (q, q̇) to perform skiing motions.

4. Motion Planning

Skiers usually move based on planned trajectories determined by
tasks, speeds, and ski tracks. For example, when making a turn, a
skier needs to adjust his speed, body inclination, and the contacts
between the skis and snow ground to generate necessary centripetal
acceleration acentripetal toward the instantaneous curvature center
of the track. Analyzing the forces acting on a skier can help us
develop the planning method (section 4.1). Using the force analysis
results, the ski trajectory (section 4.2), the skier’s CoM (section
4.3), and motion trajectory (section 4.4) can be computed with the
user-specified ski track configuration u, which provides high-level
control to the users for generating desired skiing motions. Besides
turning, our motion planning can also compute skiing trajectories
for the bump skiing motion.

4.1. Force Analysis

To follow planned skiing trajectories, the skier needs to adjust his
poses and snow reaction forces to get proper accelerations, espe-
cially for turning. The purpose of the force analysis is to resolve
the forces that contribute turning and balance during skiing. These
forces act on the frontal plane of the skier, and the other forces
on the sagittal and coronal planes can be determined by momen-
tum control to keep balance. The resultant force acting on the
skier is the sum of the skier’s weight w and snow reaction forces
freaction [LS04]. We focus on turning motion on a slope with a con-
stant angle φ and ignore friction force to simplify the simulation.

We perform the force analysis on the ski track coordinate (et−
en− eb) as shown in Figure 3a, where et is the tangential vector
to the ski track, en is perpendicular to the snow surface, and eb =
et× en.

The skier’s weight w = mg is caused by the skier’s mass m and
the gravity g, and it can be further decomposed into fn, perpen-
dicular to the track surface, and fs, parallel to the track surface as
follows:

fn = wcosφ, (2)

fs = ft + fb = wsinφ, (3)

where ft and fb are the forces along the et and eb.

During turning, the skier needs inertial centrifugal force
fcentrifugal to produce the centripetal acceleration acentripetal toward
the curvature center and make his body follow the curved track.
The expression of fcentrifugal on the skier at the tangential speed vt
along a track with curvature radius rtn is

fcentrifugal =−macentripetal = ηtn
m‖vt‖2

rtn
eb, (4)

where ηtn is determined by the turn direction

ηtn =

{
1 if left turn,

−1 if right turn.

The resultant force on the frontal plane of the skier can be defined
as effective weight fload [LS04]:

fload = fn + fb + fcentrifugal, (5)

as shown in Figure 4a.
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Figure 3: (a) Ski track coordinate (et− en− eb), where en and eb
span the frontal plane. (b) Skier’s weight w = fn + ft + fb.
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Figure 4: (a) Effective weight and the body inclined angle θ. (b)
The edging angle is the same as the body inclined angle.

With the consideration of force balance on the frontal plane, fload
can be compensated by the snow reaction force freaction:

freaction =−fload, (6)

which prevents the skier from falling and provides sufficient
fcentrifugal for executing turning. According to the skiing balance
mechanism [JF03, LS04], a skier needs to adjust his pose to make
fload perpendicular to the ski plane. Hence, in our system, the simu-
lated skier maintains balance by modifying the body inclined angle
θ, which is the angle between the vector from the skier’s CoM to
the ski center and en (Figure 4a),

θ = tan−1(
fload · eb
fload · en

). (7)

The ideal edging angle between the skis and the snow surface is
also determined by θ, as shown in Figure 4b.

In the transition phase between two turns, we change the direc-
tion of fcentrifugal to be the opposite direction gradually using the
ease-in/out weight β:

fcentrifugal = βηtn
m‖vt‖2

rtn
eb, −1≤ β≤ 1. (8)

For example, β varies from 1 to −1 when the simulated skier tran-
sits from a right turn to a left turn. Based on the smoothly varying
fcentrifugal, our system can compute smooth trajectories and shift
body CoM in the transition phases between sequential turns.

4.2. Ski Trajectory Planning

Having obtained freaction during turning, we can plan the ski trajec-
tory, including its position pski, velocity vski, and acceleration aski,
at each time step. The resultant force would be

fresultant = ft− fcentrifugal, (9)

which is obtained by substituting Eq. (2), (3), (5), (6) into fresultant =
w+ freaction. The CoM acceleration of the skier can be evaluated
according to fresultant, and we assume that the acceleration of the
ski is the same as the acceleration of the skier:

aski = fresultant/m. (10)

The ski velocity vski and position pski are then computed by inte-
grating aski at each time step.

The orientation of the ski needs to satisfy the edging angle de-
rived in Eq. (7); therefore, the reference orientation of the skis can
be expressed as

Rski = RtrackRet(θ) (11)

where Rtrack = [et|en|eb] is the local coordinate of the ski track and
Ret is the rotation matrix for the rotation along the et axis. After
obtaining Rski and pski, we can express the homogeneous transfor-
mation of the ski Tski and get the ski corner points as follows:

pcor = Tskilcor, (12)

where lcor denotes the local offset from the origin of the ski frame
to the corner point. If the simulated skier has ncor ski corners, we
have yTref = [pT

cor,1 . . . pT
cor,ncor ]

T.

Our ski trajectory planner can compute different ski trajectories
based on user-specified ski track configuration uturn:

uturn =
[
φ ntn ttn ttr rtn

]T
, (13)

where φ is the slope angle, ntn is the number of turns, ttn is the du-
ration of a turn, ttr is the duration of the transition between consec-
utive turns, and rtn is the curvature radius of a turn. A ski trajectory
is composed by the turning and transition trajectory sequentially.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the implementation of the planning of ski
trajectories, and it takes (rtn, ttn) and (rtn, ttr) as inputs for the turn-
ing and transition trajectories, respectively, and outputs pski at each
time step. This planning starts with current ski states (pski,vski) as
the initial state of the turning trajectory and then computes aski by
summing at and acentrifugal. By combining Eq. (4) and (8), the β(i)
in line 8 is implemented as:

β(i) =

{
1 if turning trajectory,

ease-in/out weighting if transition trajectory.

The input duration t is ttn or ttr for the turning and transition trajec-
tory, respectively. vski and pski can be obtained by integrating aski,
and et can be determined by the difference of adjacent pski.

4.3. CoM Trajectory Planning

According to the inclination technique [LS04, OKM∗10], a skier
needs to make fload perpendicular to the ski plane by adjusting his
CoM so that fcentrifugal can be compensated during turning. Our
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Algorithm 1 Ski trajectory planner
Input: radius of a turn rtn, duration t, time step ∆T
Output: reference ski trajectory T0

ski, . . . ,T
n
ski

1: initialize p0
ski,v

0
ski,e

0
t

2: n = t/∆T
3: for frame index i← 1 to n do
4: at← the component of g along ei−1

t
5: vt← the component of vi−1

ski along ei−1
t

6: ei−1
b = ei−1

t × en

7: Ri
ski = Ri−1

trackRi−1
et (θ)

8: acentrifugal = β(i)ηtn(‖vt‖2/rtn)ei−1
b

9: ai−1
ski = at +acentrifugal

10: vi
ski = vi−1

ski +ai−1
ski ∆T

11: pi
ski = pi−1

ski +vi−1
ski ∆T

12: ei
t = normalize(pi

ski−pi−1
ski )

13: Ti
ski = (Ri

ski,p
i
ski)

14: end for

CoM Planning
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Figure 5: CoM trajectory planning.

planning can provide reference CoM trajectories to achieve inclina-
tion based on the ski position pski and inclined angle θ as follows:

cref = pski +Ret(θ)(hiniten), (14)

where hinit is the CoM height of the default skiing pose (Figure 1a).
The rotation matrix Ret(θ) leans the skier’s CoM toward the curva-
ture center and lead fn and fb in Eq. (5) to compensate fcentrifugal
(Figure 5).

4.4. Pose Trajectory Planning

The goal of pose trajectory planning is to provide generalized po-
sitions qref to perform the angulation technique that is used to help
skiers maintain the lateral balance. Body angulation requires a ro-
tation of the upper body relative to the lower body to shift the body
weight toward the outward direction of the turn to counteract the
rolling moment caused by inclination. The skier can bend his body
at the hip or knee to angulate, and we adopt the hip angulation in
our planning, as shown in Figure 6a.

Besides Tski in Eq. (12), we also need the root position proot and
orientation Rroot at each time step to compute qref by inverse kine-
matics (IK). The IK solver converts the default skiing pose (Fig-
ure 1a) to a reference pose by adjusting the lower bodies according
to Tski, proot, and Rroot.

We adopt the same approach in [WZ10] to set the root position

as the planned CoM in Eq. (14), i.e., proot = c at each time step. To
model the movement of angulation, we compute Rroot as follows:

Rroot = RskiRet(βaθ), −1≤ βa ≤ 0, (15)

where βa is a scaling factor to control the amount of angulation.

Hip	Angulation
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Figure 6: (a) Carving turn with hip angulation. (b) Carving turn
without angulation.

4.5. Gate Skiing Planning

A more straightforward way to specify a ski track is to compute a
skiing path through a series of gates given by a user. Our planner
generates a ski center track, which is the middle line of the left and
right ski tracks, turning through gates, as shown in Figure 7, based
on the gate configuration ugate = [pT

gate rTgate dT
gate]

T, where pgate is
the gate positions, rgate and dgate are the turn radii and distances to
the gates, respectively.

We first compute the ski center track, which consists of turns and
transitions. Based on user-given gate positions, our system com-
putes an arc path passing around the gates. The turning direction
is alternately changed in a series of turns. Based on the turning di-
rection, the center of the arc is located at the negative (positive)
z-direction of the gate with the offset rgate− dgate for a left (right)
turn. The start position and end position of the arc are determined
by the intersection points of the circle and a secant line that is par-
allel to the fall line (x-axis) and passing through the gate position
(Figure 7). The turn radius and the distance to the gate can be set
by users or our system. For transition track planning, we use cubic
Hermite spline interpolation to connect two turn tracks. We project
the gravity g to et at each time step and integrate it twice to obtain
the forward displacement. Based on this velocity profile, we can
compute fcentrifugal at each position on track by Eq. (4) and (8), and
the body inclined angle θ could be computed by Eq. (7).

Having obtained the ski center track, the ski positions at each
time step can be set by shifting the ski center along with eb to get
the tracks of both skis, where the distance between two skis is kept
the same as that in the default pose.

The ski rotation Rski can be computed by Eq. (11), and the vski
and aski could be computed by finite difference. Based on the ski
trajectories, the CoM and Pose trajectories can be computed by the
algorithm in Section 4.3 and 4.4.
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Fall Line
Start End

Figure 7: Top view of a gate skiing track. Our planner computes
a skiing center track passing around user-specified gates based on
gate position pgate, j, turn radius rgate, j, and distance to gate dgate, j.
A track is composed of several turns and transitions. Each turn
track is an arc of which start and end positions (green dots) are
determined by a secant line (black dashed-line). A red dot denotes
the center of an arc.

4.6. Bump Skiing Planning

We model bumps as a series of arc segments with height hbump and
width wbump along the fall line with the inclined angle φ, as illus-
trated in Figure 8. The shape of bumps is determined by their cur-
vature radius rbump relative to the curvature center pbump according
to the intersecting chords theorem [CG67] as follows:

rbump =
hbump

2
+

w2
bump

8hbump
. (16)

With given rbump, we can compute the centrifugal force

fcentrifugal = ηbump
m‖vt‖2

rbump
en, (17)

where the direction of fcentrifugal is determined by en instead of eb
in Eq. (4), and

ηbump =

{
1 if concave downward curvature,

−1 if concave upward curvature.

Our planning thus needs the bump track configuration

ubump =
[
φ nbump hbump wbump

]T
, (18)

where nbump is the number of bumps, to compute the ski trajecto-
ries.

Algorithm 2 summarizes the implementation of the ski trajec-
tory planning along bumps. Compared to Algorithm 1, the surface
normal en varies through bump skiing while eb remains fixed.

When skiing through bumps, a skier needs to perform the
weighting/unweighting techniques to absorb the impulses from
bumps. The technique keep the skier’s CoM at the same
level [LS04]. When skiing through the bottom of the bumps, the
skier weights the skis by extending his leg to move CoM upward;
in contrast, the skier performs unweighting movements by retract-
ing his leg, through the rise.

We simulate the weighting/unweighting techniques by adjusting
the CoM height hcom relative to hinit in Eq. (14). During bump ski-
ing, hcom can be formulated as:

hcom = hinit +βbumplbump, (19)

where lbump is the offset between the ski center and slope surface
(Figure 8), βbump is the scaling coefficient for adjusting the magni-
tude of weighting and unweighting. Based on this CoM offset, we
can generate smooth CoM trajectories according to the undulation
of the ski trajectories. The movements of extending/retracting legs
are then generated based on the IK solver.

Mogul	Skiing
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Figure 8: Bump skiing.

Algorithm 2 Bump trajectory planner
Input: bump height hbump, bump width wbump, time step ∆T
Output: reference ski trajectory T0

ski, . . . ,T
end
ski

1: initialize p0
ski,v

0
ski,e

0
n

2: pend
ski = p0

ski +wbumpe0
t

3: rbump = hbump/2+w2
bump/8hbump

4: k = 1
5: while pk

ski has not reached pend
ski do

6: ek−1
t = ek−1

n × eb

7: at← the component of g along ek−1
t

8: vt← the component of vk−1
ski along ek−1

t

9: acentrifugal = ηbump(‖vt‖2/rbump)ek−1
n

10: ak−1
ski = at +acentrifugal

11: vk
ski = vk−1

ski +ak−1
ski ∆T

12: pk
ski = pk−1

ski +vk−1
ski ∆T

13: ek
n =−ηbumpnormalize(pbump−pk

ski)

14: Tk
ski = (Rk

track,p
k
ski)

15: k++
16: end while

5. Ski-Snow Contact Model

When skiing, a skier continues adjusting his poses to obtain nec-
essary reaction forces from the contacts between his skis and
the snow ground. Compared to the static contact model used in
the previous locomotion simulation [YLvdP07,AdSP07,dLMH10,
WZ10], the mechanical properties of snow, such as the densities
and friction coefficients, vary with temperature and its shape de-
formed due to applied loads [LS04]. We adopted the ski-snow
contact model proposed by Mössner et al. [MIS∗13, MHS∗14,
HMKN10], including a ski model and a snow force model, to de-
scribe the ski-snow interaction and assist the controller to track the
desired trajectories.
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(a) Top view.

ski

snow

surface

(b) Cross-sectional view.

Figure 9: Ski-snow contact model. (a) A ski consists of nseg seg-
ments, and each segment has contact points, marked by blue dots,
on its inside and outside edge. (b) The snow-filled ground is marked
by grey. The penetration force fp, perpendicular to the snow sur-
face, is proportional to the volume, marked by purple, determined
by the penetration depth εp and inclined angle θ. The shear force
fs, parallel to the snow surface, is related to the width of snow pile
εs moved by the ski.

The ski model used in our simulation is composed of nseg seg-
ments with equal length ` and width w, as shown in Figure 9a, and
the bending and torsional stiffness of the ski are ignored to sim-
plify the computation, i.e., the ski is a rigid body. Instead of setting
contact points at the middle line of the contact area as the previ-
ous model [HMKN10] did, we assign a pair of contact points at the
center of inside and outside edges of each segment. Therefore, the
contact Jacobian Jc(q) only depends on the skier’s pose, and we
can formulate the motion control in a quadratic form.

The reaction force, as shown in Figure 9, at each contact point
i can be decomposed into (1) a penetration force fp,i acting in the
direction ep,i, perpendicular to the snow surface of the slope, (2) a
shear force fs,i with direction es,i, parallel to the snow surface and
traverse to the ski edge and (3) a friction force ff,i in the opposite

direction of the contact point velocity vc,i, ef =
vc,i

‖vc,i‖
[MIS∗13,

MHS∗14, HMKN10].

The penetration force’s magnitude fp,i is proportional to the dis-
placed volume of snow by the ith contact point of the ski, as the
purple triangle shown in Figure 9b, and can be modeled as follows:

fp,i(εp,i) =


Hv

`ε2
p,i

2tan |θ| for an inclined ski,

Hv`wεp,i

2
for a flat ski,

(20)

where Hv is the snow hardness (0.120±0.046N/mm3) [MHS∗14]
and εp,i is the penetration depth of the contact point i. For an in-
clined ski, each segment would only have one contact point, either
at the inner or outer edge. For a flat ski, we use equally-sized ski
surface areas `w

2 for both contact points. The ε
2
p,i term would re-

sult in a nonlinear equality constraint function in the optimization
problem of motion control; therefore, we linearly approximate fp,i

by its first order Taylor series

fp,i(εp,i)≈ f̃p,iεp,i + f̂p

=


Hv

`a
tan |θ| (εp,i−

a
2
) for an inclined ski,

Hv`wεp,i +0
2

for a flat ski,

(21)

where a is the operation point, and we choose it as the penetration
depth with an upright standing skier, i.e., a =

mg
2Hvnc`w

. We also

use a to determine whether a ski is flat or inclined as follows: tan |θ| ≥ a
w

an inclined ski,

tan |θ|< a
w

a flat ski.
(22)

The shear force magnitude, derived from the orthogonal metal
cutting theory [MHS∗14], for the ith contact point is given by

fs,i(εs,i) = Sfεs,i`, (23)

where Sf is the failure shear stress (0.057 ±
0.008N/mm2) [MHS∗14], and εs,i is the width of snow pile
plowed by a ski, as shown in Figure 9b. The shear force mag-
nitude in the existing model [MIS∗13, MHS∗14, HMKN10] is
proportional to εp. However, we found that the penetration depth
is usually too small to provide sufficient penetration forces to
compensate the skier’s weight, especially when the inclined angle
is small. The shear force model of the ski-snow contact was
constructed based on the static measurement without considering
the dynamic effects during the ski movement [MIS∗13]. Therefore,
we introduce εs as another degree of freedom for shear force to
model the dynamic effects of ski movement and snow plow. After
decoupling the penetration and shear forces by εp and εs, the
simulated skier’s balancing control is more robust.

The velocity-dependent snow friction ff,i is modeled by

ff,i = µ(vc,i) fp,i = (µ0 +µ1vc,i) fp,i (24)

where µ0 = 0.071 and µ1 = 0.004 [MHS∗14] are the coefficients of
kinetic friction, and vc,i is the linear velocity of the contact point.

Combining Eq. (21), (23), and (24), the ski-snow force at each
contact point i can be written as

fi = fp,iep,i + fs,ies,i + ff,ief,i

=
[
ep,i es,i ef,i

] f̃p,i 0
0 Sf`i

µ f̃p,i 0

[εp,i
εs,i

]
+

 f̂p
0

µ f̂p


= EiZiεεεi + f̂i.

(25)

The ski-snow contact force of both skis can be obtained by stacking
the contact forces on the inside and outside edges:

fc =
[
fTc,li fTc,ri fTc,lo fTc,ro

]T
= EZεεε+ f̂c. (26)

We can apply Bc = diag[Bc,li,Bc,ri,Bc,lo,Bc,ro] to select contact
points for three contact conditions: flat contact (Figure 10a), right
turn contact (Figure 10b), and left turn contact. Each Bc, j is either

c© 2019 The Author(s)
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initial pose(正)

(a) Flat contact.

15r4t_nobgm.0001

(b) Right turn contact.

Figure 10: Ski edge contact. The blue dots are contact points. In
(b), the contacts at the right outside and left inside edges are en-
abled by setting Bc,li = Bc,ro = 1 and Bc,lo = Bc,ri = 0.

13nseg×3nseg or 03nseg×3nseg as follows:
Bc,li = Bc,ri = Bc,lo = Bc,ro = 1, for tan |θ|< a

w ,

Bc,li = 1,Bc,ri = Bc,lo = 0,Bc,ro = 1, for tanθ≥ a
w ,

Bc,li = 0,Bc,ri = Bc,lo = 1,Bc,ro = 0, for tanθ≤− a
w .

(27)

Compared to the original ski-snow contact model [MIS∗13,
MHS∗14,HMKN10], we made three modifications so that it can be
applied to our skiing simulation. First, we assign the contact points
along both edges of a ski and use Bc to model the changes of con-
tact points in different ski-snow contact conditions. In the original
contact model [HMKN10], the snow reaction forces are assumed
to act at the midline of the contact area; however, the penetration-
depth-dependent contact points would result in nonlinearity in the
contact force term Jc(q,εεεp)

Tfc(εεεp) of the equations of motion and
increase the computations tremendously. Based on our model, the
contact force term Jc(q)Tfc(εεεp,εεεs) is a linear term w.r.t. the deci-
sion variables. Second, we extend the shear force model with width
of snow pile εs to compute more stable shear forces. Third, we
approximate the penetration force by Taylor series to obtain the
linear equality constraint. Based on these modifications, the opti-
mization program for motion control can be performed much more
efficiently.

6. Motion Control

The motion control in our system is formulated as a constraint op-
timization problem, where optimal joint torques and snow reac-
tion forces are computed to generate skiing motions that follow the
planned trajectories under the physical motion constraints. Specif-
ically, the controller determines the following vector of unknowns:

x =
[
τττ
T q̈T

εεε
T
]T

, (28)

where τττ is the control torques, q̈ is the generalized accelerations,
and εεε = [εp,1 εs,1, . . . ,εp,nc ,εs,nc ]

T is the penetration depth and pile
width of each contact point. Given current states of the skier, we
solve the quadratic optimization problem to get x that makes the
skier’s state approaching the desired trajectories. The optimization
problem, combining objectivesH j with weights α j is stated as:

x∗ = argmin
x

Σ jα jH j(x)

s.t. C(x) = 0, εεεp ≥ 0,
(29)

where C(x) = 0 is the equality constraint for the equations of mo-
tion and the inequality constraint εεεp ≥ 0 ensures the snow contact

forces always upward. Each objective can be written as a linear
quadratic formH j(x) = ‖A jx−b j‖2.

We now describe the equality constraint and objectives used in
Eq. (29).

Equality constraint. The equations of motion in the generalized
coordinate is

M(q)q̈+h(q, q̇) = τττ+JTc fc, (30)

where M is the generalized inertia matrix; h is the generalized bias
force; Jc is the Jacobian matrix transforming the generalized veloc-
ities q̇ to the Cartesian velocities of the contact points in the world
coordinate. Substituting Eq. (26), (27), and (28) into Eq. (30), the
equality constraint C(x) = 0 in Eq (29) can be expressed in linear
form w.r.t. x as

C(x) =
[
I −M JTc BcEZ

]
x−h+JTc Bc f̂c = 0. (31)

Ski objective. The purpose of ski objective is to guide the ski move-
ments toward the reference trajectories computed by Eq. (12). We
control the positions of four corners on each ski instead of the ski’s
position and orientation. In our simulation, controlling the ski cor-
ners leads to more accurate and stable tracking.

The ski objective minimizes the deviation of the skis’ corner ac-
celerations ÿ = [aTcor,1 . . . aTcor,8]

T from the desired values:

Hski = ‖ÿdes− ÿ‖2. (32)

The desired accelerations ÿdes is computed by the PD control law:

ÿdes = Kski(yref−y)+Dski(ẏref− ẏ)+ ÿref, (33)

where yref, ẏref, and ÿref are the corner trajectories computed in the
planning phase, and Kski and Dski are the proportional and deriva-
tive gains, respectively. The ski corner accelerations can be com-
puted by

ÿ = Jskiq̈+ J̇skiq̇, (34)

in which Jski and J̇ski are the relevant corner Jacobian and its time
derivative.

CoM objective. To perform the inclination technique and maintain
balance simultaneously, we need to control the skier’s CoM to track
the CoM trajectories planned in Eq. (14). The CoM objective can
be written as

Hcom = ‖c̈des− c̈‖2, (35)

where c̈des and c̈ can also be computed by PD tracking and Jaco-
bian, respectively, as follows:

c̈des = Kcom(cref− c)+Dcom(ċref− ċ)+ c̈ref, (36)

and

c̈ = Jcomq̈+ J̇comq̇. (37)

Pose objective. We use pose objective to track desired generalized
accelerations q̈des to perform angulation and natural motions. The
pose objective is formulated as

Hpose = ‖q̈des− q̈‖2, (38)
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and q̈des is also computed by PD tracking

q̈des = Kq(qref−q)+Dq(q̇ref− q̇)+ q̈ref, (39)

where the reference trajectories (qref, q̇ref, q̈ref) can be obtained in
section 4.4.

Angular momentum objective. Previous works [dLMH10] of
bipedal balance simulation usually minimizing the angular momen-
tum to prevent falling. However, skiers need to adjust their angular
momentum carefully during skiing, especially when perform turn-
ing with the angulation technique. Using the reference generalized
velocities q̇ref planned in section 4.4, we compute the reference an-
gular momentum about the CoM by centroidal momentum matrix
AG [OG08] as follows:

kref = AGq̇ref. (40)

The angular momentum objective can be written as

HAM = ‖k̇des− k̇‖2, (41)

where the desired angular momentum derivative k̇des can be ob-
tained by PD tracking

k̇des = KAM(kref−k). (42)

7. Experimental Results

Our skier model, with a weight of 50 kg and a height of 1.5 m,
has 18 bodies and 37 degrees of freedom (DoF), including a six-
DoF unactuated joint connecting the root and the inertial frame. We
implement the dynamic simulation based on Dynamics Animation
and Robotics Toolkit (DART) [dar18] and solve the quadratic op-
timization by MOSEK optimization software [mos18]. We set the
simulation time step as 1 ms and run all simulations on a Ubuntu
16.04 laptop PC equipped with Intel Core i7 @2.8 GHz. The av-
erage computation time for planning ski trajectories and solving
the optimization in Eq (29) is 0.05 ms and 21.22 ms per simulation
time step, respectively.

7.1. Carving Turn

Our motion planning applies and simulates the inclination and an-
gulation techniques to compute the reference trajectories based on
user-specified uturn. We first validate that the inclination and an-
gulation techniques can help simulated skiers maintain balance and
perform skiing motion closer to real skiers. The skiing motions with
different ttn and rtn are also demonstrated to show their effects.

Validation of Inclination and Angulation. Figure 11 shows the
skiing motion based on our framework with φ = 5◦, ntn = 6,
ttn = 1.0s, ttr = 1.5s, and rtn = 15m. When skiing through a turn,
the simulated skier’s CoM leans toward the inward direction of the
turn, and the skis have edging angles relative to the snow surface.
This is because the planned trajectories of the CoM and skis would
guide the simulated skier to perform the inclination technique, as
shown in Figure 4. Moreover, the simulated skier also bends his
upper body toward the outward direction of a turn to perform the
angulation technique that is illustrated in Figure 6. Both techniques
help the simulated skier produce necessary centripetal accelerations
and maintain balance during the turns.

Figure 11: Skiing motions with the inclination and angulation tech-
niques.

Figure 12: Skiing motions without the angulation exhibit uncoor-
dinated movements and lean forward gradually during turns.

The simulated skier without inclination or angulation would ski
less naturally. We set the body inclined angle θ = 0◦ in Eq. (7)
to disable the inclination technique in the motion planning. If the
trajectories are planned without the inclination, the simulated skier
would only keep upright poses and not adjust his CoM and ski edg-
ing angles properly to carve turns. We can also set βa = 0 in Eq. (15)
to disable the angulation technique. Without angulation, the sim-
ulated skier swings like an inverted pendulum when performing
carving turns and leans forward gradually, as shown in Figure 12.

Comparison of Different Track Configurations. Our system can
generate different skiing motions according to user-specified uturn.
In particular, both ttr and rtn affect the computation of fcentrifugal,
which determines the trajectory planning of the skier’s ski corners,
CoM, and poses. For example, smaller rtn results in agiler turning
motions because the skier needs larger body inclination and angu-
lation to get stronger centrifugal forces. Shorter ttr causes more fre-
quent carving turns and larger variation of fcentrifugal, and the skier
requires larger reaction forces to change the turn directions. Fig-
ure 13 shows two carving turns with curvature radius of 10 m and
25 m, respectively. The skier doing carving turns with rtn = 10m
shows larger body inclination and hip angulation. Please see the
accompanying video for the animations.

Robustness of the Controller. Our controller can keep the sim-
ulated skier’s balance under unexpected perturbations. We apply
external forces with duration 0.5 s and different magnitudes, from
10 N to 200 N, to the head, right ski, abdomen, and left leg, and the
skier recovers to the desired poses after a short period even the right
ski are pushed away from the planned track. Please see the video
for more details.

Interactive Applications. Our system offers considerable poten-
tial in interactive applications, such as games and training, because
it can generate skiing motions according to straightforward opera-
tions. We demonstrate this idea in our video. In the skiing scene, the
user specifies gate positions using a mouse, and our system com-
putes a skiing track passing around these gates. After a few minutes
(depending on the track length), the simulated dynamics skiing mo-
tions are shown to carve these turns.
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Figure 13: Comparison of different rtn. The skier with the smaller
rtn on the left shows larger inclined angle and upper body bending.

(a) Weighting. (b) Unweighting.

Figure 14: When skiing bumps, the skier needs to weight/unweight
to compensate the inertial forces perpendicular to the slope.

7.2. Bump Skiing

Our motion planner computes reference trajectories for bump ski-
ing with ubump and the weighting/unweighting techniques. Fig-
ure 14 shows bump skiing with φ = 5◦, nbump = 10, hbump = 3m,
and wbump = 8m. When moving through the troughs between the
bumps, the skier extends his legs and weights the skis; by con-
tract, the skier unweights the skis by retracting his legs when mov-
ing over the crests of the bumps. The weighting/unweighting tech-
niques help the skiers reduce the variations of freaction and maintain
balance better during the bump skiing.

7.3. Limitations and Discussions

We discuss the limitations of our approach and possible improve-
ments in the future. The reaction force between ski and snow is
crucial for skiing, so we analyze the resultant reaction force in the
dynamics simulation, as shown in Figure 15. The skiing trajectory
consists of the left turn, right turn, and transition phases. The force
on z-axis varies according to the inclined angle and gradually in-
creases during the turning phase because it is the main component
of the centripetal force. During the transition phase, the force on
y-axis drops in the middle (around 7.5, 9.5, and 11.5 s), i.e., the
simulated skier would unweight his body at the turn change. The
measurement of the top athlete also showed that the foot load re-
duces at the turn change [YKU∗09].

Contact force is important for skiing since a skier controls
his/her moving direction by regulating the snow reaction forces
and the ski’s orientation. A skiing simulation system that can an-
alyze skiing techniques, snow reaction forces, and joint torques
is a useful tool for skiers to acquire skiing skills and avoid in-
juries caused by large joint loading, especially for athlete train-
ing [HDK13, RDD10, LKKL17]. Roux et al. [RDD10] collected
kinematic data by video cameras and measured the forces/torques
between the ski-boots, ski, and snows by the force plates and recon-
structed the skier’s motions by the computer simulator. Therefore,

the techniques of the best performing one of the recorded skiers
could be a template of guidance to coach other skiers. To evaluate
injury risk during skiing, Lee et al. [LKKL17] used motion capture
system and insole pressure sensors to obtain the skier’s movement
and snow reaction forces and then employed the inverse dynamics
and a human musculoskeletal system to analyze the joint forces and
moments under different turns. With this analysis, skiers can avoid
movements that might cause excessive joint loading.

Angulation is an important skill that skiers use to maintain bal-
ance when carving turns. We use the coefficient βa in Eq. (15) to
control the angle of the hip angulation. However, the angulation
angle should depend on a skier’s physical states, such as tangen-
tial velocity and turn radius. Specifically, faster tangential veloci-
ties and smaller turn radii should lead to larger angulation angles.
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any previous
studies providing a computational model for the full-body angu-
lation technique since most kinetic analyses use simplified skier
models, similar to an inverted pendulum model, which ignore the
upper bodies. We need more investigations to develop a more so-
phisticate model for the full-body angulation techniques to improve
the motion planner for skiing simulation.

Our motion planning provides reference trajectories to the mo-
tion control without the feedback information from the skiers and
environments; that is, the reference trajectories cannot adapt to the
skier’s states when they have large deviations from the prescribed
trajectories. On-line motion planning, like the preview simulation
proposed in [MdLH10], is a better solution, and it can recompute
reference trajectories according to the skier’s run-time states and
environmental variations.

To improve the motion naturalness, we reduced the tracking
gains of arms so that the varying accelerations could induce pas-
sive arm swing. However, further investigations and improvements
are possible. For example, besides pose tracking, we do not ap-
ply other control strategies for the upper body; therefore, we can
see penetrations between the ski poles and other bodies, especially
when the skier carves turns with a larger inclined angle. The trajec-
tory planning and dynamics control of arms and hands that adapt
to different inclinations and skiing velocities should be considered
in the future research. Moreover, more skiing motion types could
be simulated by integrating the function of ski pose into arm/hand
control. For example, a simulated skier can use both ski poles to
recover his balance. Adjusting the distance between both skis of a
skier is an alternative way to enrich motion varieties. We intend to
employ more precise control for a skier’s skis in the future.

Stunt skiing is a promising direction for our future work. Nev-
ertheless, simulating stunt skiing is challenging, and our current
framework cannot simulate even simple stunt skiing like jumping
motions. This is because the ski-snow contact model can only gen-
erate the jumping force along the direction of the penetration force.
In the accompanying video, we show a failure case of jumping
over a break of slope during skiing. We first lower the CoM to let
the simulated skier squat and then raise the CoM quickly to gen-
erate thrust before the break. However, the simulated skier is un-
stable and leans forward quickly during flight if the desired linear
momentum derivative differs from the penetration force. To make
better jumping motions, we need to improve the motion planning
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method by additionally considering the geometry of a slope accord-
ing to the desired jumping trajectories; moreover, an online motion
planning can also adjust the jumping trajectories according to the
states of the simulated skier when the contact forces are not accu-
rate enough.

Finally, the current framework does not utilize any machine
learning techniques. The reinforcement and other learning ap-
proaches with well-specified reward functions can learn robust
control policies from a broad range of kinematic reference mo-
tions [PALvdP18, PBYVDP17, LH17, LPY16]. However, motion
capture for sports with vast moving space in the outdoor environ-
ment, such as skiing, snowboarding, and waterskiing, is usually not
feasible. The physics-based approaches that generates physically
plausible motions based on existing physics and analysis of sports
skills could provide satisfactory reference motions for training. Our
approach can be complementary to the learning approaches to ad-
dress different aspects of the physics-based motion generation.

  

Left Right Left LeftRight RightRight

Figure 15: Resultant contact forces and inclined angles of the carv-
ing turns with φ = 5◦, ntn = 7, ttn = 1.0s, ttr = 1.0s, and rtn = 15m.
The transition phases are marked by orange.

8. Conclusions

We propose a physically-based skiing simulation approach that
adopts and simulates the techniques of inclination, angulation and
weighting/unweighting to generate skilled skiing motions, which
are closer to real skiers and more stable. Moreover, we also inte-
grate the ski-snow contact model into the motion control to com-
pute the snow reaction force. Our approach only needs few high-
level parameters to generate varying skiing motions without motion
capture data. In the future, besides carving turns and bump skiing,
we expect our approach can generate more skiing motions, such as
skidding and jumping, based on other skiing techniques and better
ski-snow contact models. Integrating our physical skiing simula-
tion into interactive systems [vdPL03,ZvdP05] such that simulated
skiers can react to user inputs more realistically is also an important
direction of our future work.
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